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About This Game

Play Domino game in DomiCard. You can create as many dominos as you want in this game before your computer gets burned.
Also, "Cubes" can be used to build anythi 5d3b920ae0
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06/08/2018 update for bugs fixes. : 1. Right now, players can correctly save and load their personal Audio settings, such as
BGM on/off, and the value of volume. 2. Some errors of SAVE and LOAD functions have been fixed. Have a try with "Quick
SAVE hotkey".. 30/Jan/2019 Update : Update: The colour pallet has been changed from 12+3 colours to 24+6 colours. For
more, there is a way to get more colours in the game, release the hotkey "C" outside the pallet. However, I highly not
recommend players to do this, using other colours will cost more on GPU. The texture of the "Hand" is changed, looks better
than before.. 14/Nov/2018 update & debug : Optimization and debug are never going to end. Sometimes I just feel while
optimizing my game, The game actually wasn't improved much, but I receive some new bugs as a reward. So, here we are again.
Update: Saved the CPU and GPU to a certain extent by optimizing graphics. Only if you use the colours contained in the pallet.
Otherwise, the hardware cost will just like the previous release. Debug: Fixed that the sound effects cost too much computer
property. Right now, feel free to keep the Sound Effect on, and enjoy the card collision sound. Fixed some bugs that related to
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language setting, resolution setting, and quality setting. Fixed the bug which player could not load saved cubes correctly in the
Multiplayer environment. This is not the last "Update & Debug" notes.. Major UPDATE --> Multiplayer is on board! : As I said
at the beginning, I tried my best to make this game finally become a multiplayer game! Now, enjoy DomiCard with your
friends. Go Start game -> "Local Area Network" -> "Start a Host" - "Start Server". Remember, tell your friends your IP address
and the Network port. And, load your work to surprise them.. 24/Nov/2018 Update -> More props, more possibility! : Hello
everyone, this game has four different props now! As you may see, there will be more possibility and more fun. If you want to
have some other props in this game, please let me know. I am doing my best to improving DomiCard.
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